3.0 Materials and Performance Specifications

Corridor Display and Tack Boards

Corridor 1000 Level
1/4"–1'0"

Corridor 6000 Level

The MSB standard display cases or tack boards are ordered through Planning + Design + Construction. All frames are satin aluminum finish with a steel grey cork interior.

Please contact Lucy Cossentino at Planning+Design+Construction. We will provide you with Graphic Design support in addition to contacting the vendor for the final purchase.
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Posting Specifications for Tack Boards

The Department ordering the tack board agrees to be responsible for the visual integrity of the board and will adhere to the following guidelines:

- Do not post more than one of any item on the same tack board.
- All Graduate Posters are to be 46" x 92" covering entire tack board.
- When the board is not used for academics miscellaneous posters can be displayed.
- No posting item should cover another item.
- No poster other than graduate posters should be larger than 18" x 24".
- All items should be aligned at the top in continuous straight rows across the board.
- Attach posting with tacks, pins, or staples. DO NOT USE TAPE.
- Remove all posting after one month.